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Editorial
We've made it! The SUPER project is now ending after having successfully
completed all its activities and reaching the goal of advancing the state-of-the art
towards providing a holistic, integrated and privacy-friendly approach to the use of
social media in emergencies and security incidents.
To validate the SUPER prototype platform two use case scenarios were planned:
one in the scope of a civil protection application, referring to emergency scenario
generated by a natural hazardous event; the other in the scope of police service
application, referring to a public security crises during a public event. In this final
newsletter we will give you more information on these demonstration and validation
activities.
Carried out within the end-users’ environment, the use case scenarios were meant
to have an active participation of the SUPER end-users’ community, for the
instantiation, deployment and customisation of the SUPER framework respectively
in the scope of a civil protection and police service application. This entailed the
deployment and customisation of the SUPER social media processing components
to facilitate the emergency management mechanisms.
The two scenarios were primarily setup and operated in the scope of a controlled
environment through the participation of actors that gave informed consent, after
taking all necessary provisions to ensure the privacy friendliness of the validation
process, according to the advices of the Ethical Board and guidelines defined.
Additional validation exercises were conducted with social media data retrieved
from real events, either in real-time (as in the case of the police service scenario) or
referring to past emergency event (as in the case of the civil protection scenario).
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Prototype Deployment in Civil Protection
A validation plan was primarily setup to assess how the SUPER platform can be effectively
employed to facilitate the exploitation of social media data for improving civil protection
actions during an emergency generated by a natural event, such as a flood, in real-time.
For this purpose, a civil protection simulation exercise, consisting in a training activity for
the civil protection service components and operating units, was designed for the selected
SUPER use case scenario. The training activity checked the procedures for alert, activation
and intervention as part of the system for coordinating and managing the emergency.
The demonstration exercise was called “Rainy Days 2016” and was executed in the scope
of both validating the SUPER platform and the emergency plan of the city council of
Sorrento. Combining the two scopes was fundamental for motivating the participation of the
civil protection community of Sorrento to the demonstration and thus ensuring the success
of the demonstration for the specific SUPER project objectives.
The reference scenario was represented by simultaneous flash floods associated with
shallow landslides and rock falls, triggered by a severe thunderstorm in the city Council of
Sorrento (Naples, Italy).

General objectives of the simulation

Specific SUPER project objective was to

exercise were:

assess the performance of the SUPER
platform in:

! Testing the command and control
procedures;

! Filtering the relevant information posted

! Verifying the responsiveness of the

on Twitter during the simulated emergency;

technical staff and volunteers in detecting

! Geo-localising the relevant information

the critical conditions within the city council

within the Command Operational Picture;

and in the evacuation of persons that are

! Enhancing the situation awareness at
Command and Control level.
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The simulated emergency took place in two days:

The civil protection exercise was

! Simulated scenario for the 1st Day (23/11/16):

advertised by Campania Region and

Broadcasted alert for potential flood based on

Sorrento Council with dedicated press

weather forecast, but no flood occurs (false alarm) releases. In order to promote the
! Simulated scenario for the 2nd Day (24/11/16):
Broadcasted Alert for potential flood based on
observed rainfall, followed by a flood emergency

usage of Twitter during the simulated
exercise, a “master” event hashtag was
launched: #sorrentoEXE. The panels
installed around Sorrento invite the
population to follow and actively
participate to the simulation exercise
with Twitter, by using the hashtag
#sorrentoEXE. The hashtag rapidly
gained popularity on the web, with
Google search results displaying over
1200 results at the end of the exercise.

End-users could follow all ongoing actions
during the simulated emergency, based
solely on the tweets filtered by the SUPER
COP. Particularly appreciated was the COP
capability to visualise text and images with
corresponding location on the map. A total
of 398 tweed were filtered during the
second day of the simulation. The highest
tweet rates were reached during the setup
of the sheltering area and the school
evacuation. All goals of the exercise were
reached, with the demonstration action
becoming a real success story.
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Prototype Deployment in Police Services
To date, for what concerns to public disorder incident scenarios, real-time data was
obtained from the forces present on the spot, mass media and other law enforcement /
administration structures at national level. Security related incidents and social media often
become a trigger for unexpected behaviour of general public. It can remain silent but it
might be a matter of hours to turn the other way. The motivation of IGPR in applying the
SUPER framework for emergency management is based on the possibility to exploit
information stemming from web 2.0 sources, such as Facebook and Twitter messages and
attached pictures, videos and links, to integrate with data provided by other sources.
The reference Police scenario for the validation is represented by public disorder incidents
generated by events gathering people without notification of authorities.The initiators of all
crowd-gathering events, regardless of their type (sport events, cultural events, protests,
etc.) must get the necessary documentation and approvals in order to legally organize
them. In this case the police are informed about the dates, places and the estimated
number of participants. Taking into account these issues and the specific responsibilities of
the Romanian Police, the police managers decide what action should be taken.This is the
legal way of organizing an event but the problems occur with the unannounced/illegal
events. In the past, there were some cases when the authorities were taken by surprise by
these kinds of events, which often resulted in large gatherings.
In the last few years, the great majority of unannounced events are organized using social
media, Facebook being the most used social network for this purpose. These kinds of
Facebook events are fully public and open to anyone because the initiators want to gather
as many people as possible. Some of them were massively shared by the online
community and were also mentioned in the media articles thus gathering tens of thousands
of participants. The validation scenario is designed to provide an overview of Romanian
Police capabilities to detect and monitor this particular type of events.
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The validation of the Platform

The specific SUPER validation objective is to assess the

was made in two stages:

performance of the SUPER platform in:

! Using real events in

! Detecting unannounced events before they happen;

Bucharest during 12/16 and

! Confirming the existence of a public disorder incident,

01/17

monitoring and managing its evolution;

! Using simulated events,

! Filtering the relevant data on Facebook and Twitter;

during 01/17

! Geolocation of the relevant filtered information;

Critical moments for each event:
Before the event: the

During the event: the main

After the event: the data

detection and assessment

focus here was confirming

was used to detect issues

of public disorder incidents.

the existence of a public

and alleviate the

SUPER capabilities used:

disorder incident.

consequences.

! Event detection

SUPER capabilities used:

SUPER capabilities used:

! Thread analysis

! Thread analysis

! Thread analysis

! Rumour analysis

! Rumour analysis

! Rumour analysis

! Sentiment analysis

! Sentiment analysis

! Sentiment analysis

! COP’s geolocation

! COP’s geolocation

Using the Platform, we managed to
simultaneously monitor a great number of
Facebook pages non-stop in the
timeframe 30th of November – 11th of
December. We managed to detect all
events before they occurred and
managed to monitor them simultaneously.
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Recent events

The feedback received from the EUAB was

3rd EUAB Meeting

the major requirements identified during the

24 November 2016, Naples, Italy

previous EUAB meeting were addressed.

The event was held during the SUPER
platform demonstration. EUAB members

very positive. It was acknowledged that all of

Further input from the end-users was used to
improve the SUPER COP further.

and external stakeholders were invited to
take part in the demonstration by exploring
the functionalities of the SUPER platform
in real-time, i.e. with tweets generated
during the civil protection exercise in
Sorrento. End-users also had the
opportunity to run themselves additional
simulations with a historical dataset.

2nd Public Stakeholder conference
25 November, Sorrento, Italy

stakeholder Conference was

Following the validation activities of SorrentoEXE

organised in the Sorrento city office.

and the EUAB meeting, a second public SUPER

During the event, the latest
developments of the SUPER platform
were presented. Moreover, the
SorrentoEXE exercise and SUPER
validation in the Civil Protection
scenario was presented in detail. Best
practices were shared. The event was
again well attended by both end-user
organisation representatives and local
press representatives.
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Final Stakeholder Conference
03 March 2017, Bucharest, Romania

As a final event for the project, a

The consortium Partners demonstrated both

Stakeholder Conference was organised in

the SUPER technologies and tools that

Bucharest Romania. The goal was to

compose the platform’s advanced layers

organise a thematic event, emphasising the

and the operation of the integrated version

exploitation of social media in various

of the prototype. The results obtained in

aspects of security and emergencies

the validation activities done by CEFU

management and have as participants end

and IGPR as well as the lessons learned

users of the project’s advisory board and

and best practices for the use of social

local stakeholders from the following

media were presented.

domains: security, law enforcement and,
civil protection.

During the breaks the participants tested
certain functionalities of the integrated
prototype and had more in-depth bilateral
discussions with the partners responsible
for the components in which they had the
most interest in. Finally, the conference
concluded with an open discussion involving
all participants.
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Outlook

Get in touch!

The project will now begin its sustainability

We would love to hear from other end-user

phase, where the consortium partners will

organisations, researchers and policy

aim to exploit the project results. The

makers interested in the use of social

prototype SUPER framework has been

sensor for security assessments and

demonstrated successfully with the end-

proactive emergencies management.

user organisations, but still more fine-tuning
is necessary before entering the market
with a commercial solution. The academic
partners will continue the scientific
dissemination, with 3 journal articles
planned for 2017. Stay tuned for updates!
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Thank you for your interest!
The SUPER consortium.
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